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The Long Recurrence Intervals of Small Repeating
Earthquakes May Be Due to the Slow Slip Rates
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1School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK, 2Department of Earth Sciences, University of
Oxford, Oxford, UK, 3École et Observatoire des Sciences de la Terre, Université de Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France
Abstract Observations since 1998 have revealed that repeating earthquakes, and particularly small
repeating earthquakes, occur less often than expected given their seismically derived slip and the regional
fault slip rate. Here we test the hypothesis that small repeaters occur infrequently because they occur on
fault segments or strands with low slip rates. We analyze the recurrence interval-moment scaling of
earthquake sequences near Parkfield, California. We find that closely spaced sequences, which likely occur
on the same fault strand and respond to the same slip rate, follow aM
1
3
0 scaling consistent with seismic
slip rates while widely spaced sequences, which likely occur on different strands, follow aM0.170 scaling
consistent with the previous counterintuitive observations. These results suggest that spatially varying slip
rates could create theM0.170 recurrence interval scaling, though we cannot exclude other explanations.
PlainLanguage Summary We study repeating earthquakes, which repeatedly rupture part of a
fault. Previous observations have shown that the cumulative slip in repeating earthquakes is smaller than
the slip estimated from geological observations. This difference in slip means that the intervals between
earthquakes are longer than expected, especially for smaller earthquakes. We examine whether the time
between repeating earthquakes is long because small repeating earthquakes occur on a collection of
shorter fault strands that exist within and contribute to the larger fault regime. We suggest that smaller
earthquakes are more likely to occur on shorter fault strands and that shorter strands are likely to have
lower slip rates than longer strands. Earthquake patches on shorter strands may be loaded slowly,
so that the small earthquakes occur less often than expected. To test this possibility, we examine
whether earthquakes that occur close together respond to the same slip rate. We find that closely spaced
earthquakes do respond to the same slip rate, and widely spaced earthquakes respond to different slip rates.
Our observations indicate that small repeating earthquakes may occur on short low slip rate fault strands.
1. Introduction
Repeating earthquakes are earthquakes that repeatedly rupture particular patches of faults (Nadeau &
Johnson, 1998; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2019). They are recognized via their similar waveforms and consis-
tent rupture area and are often used to track the slip rate of the creeping faults that host them (e.g., Igarashi
et al., 2003; Materna et al., 2018; Meng et al., 2015; Nadeau & Johnson, 1998; Nadeau & McEvilly, 1999;
Schmittbuhl et al., 2016; Uchida et al., 2016). Repeaters have been used to track slip rates on strike-slip
faults (e.g., Lengliné & Marsan, 2009; Nadeau & Johnson, 1998; Peng & Ben-Zion, 2005; Schaff et al., 1998;
Schmittbuhl et al., 2016; Templeton et al., 2008), subduction zones (e.g., Dominguez et al., 2016;Hatakeyama
et al., 2017; Igarashi et al., 2003; Yamashita et al., 2012; Ye et al., 2014; Yu, 2013; Zhang et al., 2008), thrust
faults (e.g., Chen et al., 2008), and triple junctions (e.g., Chen & McGuire, 2016; Materna et al., 2018), but
the physics that controls repeaters' recurrence rates remains poorly understood.
If all of the slip on repeating earthquake patches accumulates in earthquakes, the cumulative earthquake slip
should match the long-term fault slip rate and the slip per earthquake should equal the slip rate multiplied
by the repeating earthquake's recurrence interval. However, observed repeating earthquakes occur less often
than onewould expect given long-term slip rates estimated from geodesy and geology (e.g., Chen et al., 2007;
Lengliné & Marsan, 2009; Nadeau & Johnson, 1998; Nadeau et al., 2004).
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of our hypothesis. (a) Map view of earthquake sequences (circles) on different fault
strands (dotted lines) within a regional scale fault (green dashed line). Larger fault strands have higher slip rates (larger
arrows) and can host larger earthquakes (larger radii). (b) Hypothetical recurrence interval versus moment plots for
earthquake sequences that could exist on each fault strand. The solid blue lines indicate aM
1
3
0 scaling of recurrence
intervals on each fault strand, while the dashed green line illustrates aM0.170 scaling that might be observed by
considering all the earthquakes together.
This slip or recurrence interval discrepancy is especially large for small repeating earthquakes. Observed
repeater recurrence intervals tr scale with moment M0 as M
0.17
0 (Chen et al., 2007; Lengliné &
Marsan, 2009; Nadeau & Johnson, 1998; Nadeau et al., 2004) but if earthquakes are assumed to have
magnitude-independent stress drops (e.g., Allmann & Shearer, 2007, 2009; Shearer et al., 2006), the slip per
earthquake should scale as M
1
3
0 . And if earthquakes accommodate all the slip on a given patch, the recur-
rence interval is equal to the slip per earthquake divided by the long-term slip rate. The predicted tr thus
scales as M
1
3
0 (Beeler et al., 2001; Nadeau & Johnson, 1998; see supporting information for full derivation)
and decreases more quickly with decreasing moment than the observed tr .
Nadeau and Johnson (1998) were the first to identify the M0.170 recurrence interval-moment scaling. They
and later authors suggested that smaller repeating earthquakes could have higher or more heterogeneous
stress drops (e.g., Dreger et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2016; Nadeau et al., 2004). However, stress drops of these
earthquakes are observed to be independent of magnitude (e.g., Allmann & Shearer, 2007) and much lower
than Nadeau and Johnson (1998) suggested (e.g., Abercrombie, 2014; Imanishi et al., 2004).
The correct physical model for repeaters remains unclear, and a range of models have been proposed.
Repeating earthquakes could have long recurrence intervals because some of the slip on repeating earth-
quake patches accumulates aseismically or via partial ruptures in postseismic, interseismic, or preseismic
periods (Beeler et al., 2001; Chen & Lapusta, 2009, 2019; Cattania & Segall, 2019). Alternatively, repeating
earthquakes could have long recurrence intervals because they occur within regions of low slip rate or low
stressing rate. Earthquakes could occur in the rupture area of larger earthquakes (Anooshehpoor & Brune,
2001), on the border of a larger locked asperity (Sammis & Rice, 2001), or within a cluster of asperities
(Johnson & Nadeau, 2002).
Here we seek to test the latter models: to assess whether spatially variable slip rates could create the long
recurrence intervals of repeating earthquakes. We also suggest another potential origin for spatially variable
slip rates: Earthquakes could occur on an array of fault strands of various lengths which together constitute
the main fault. The slip rate on each strand is smaller than the regional slip rate, as the regional rate is a
sum of all the strands' slip rates. The slip on these strands is affected by complex geometry and interaction
between faults, but geological observations and modeling imply that the slip accumulated on given fault
strands scales linearly with the strand's length (e.g., Carvell et al., 2014; Cowie & Scholz, 1992; Scholz et al.,
1993; Torabi & Berg, 2011; Walsh & Watterson, 1988; Watterson, 1986). If all fault strands form at the same
time, the shorter fault strands should have lower slip rates than the longer fault strands.
We may thus hypothesise that small earthquakes have especially long recurrence intervals because they are
small enough to occur on short fault strands, which have low slip rates. There may be no discrepancy in
slip on a local scale, and slip may scale asM
1
3
0 on each fault strand (blue lines in Figure 1b). We may infer a
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Figure 2. (a) NCSN earthquake locations in map view along the Parkfield segment of the San Andreas Fault.
Earthquakes after the day before the 2004MW 6 earthquake are excluded. Earthquakes that appear in the catalog of
Lengliné and Marsan (2009) are marked in red. The hypocenter of the 2004MW 6 earthquake is marked by the yellow
star. (b) Earthquake locations along strike versus depth. The inset plot demonstrates two examples of two-earthquake
sequences (black circles) that we find using our approach. The third obvious cluster of earthquakes did not meet our
criteria (gray circles). The radii of these earthquakes is calculated in the text. (c) Larger-scale view of study area (green)
in global context.
slip deficit on a regional scale only because we compare the repeating earthquake rate with the regional slip
rate, which is the sum of the slip rates on the collection of fault strands (green dashed line in Figure 1b).
Here we test the hypothesis that fault strand- or segment-dependent slip rates create repeating earthquakes'
M0.170 recurrence interval scaling.We note that if spatially variable slip rates create theM
0.17
0 scaling, that scal-
ing should be apparent among widely spaced earthquake sequences. But closely spaced sequences should
respond to the same local slip rate and thus have a scaling closer to M
1
3
0 . So we compare the recurrence
intervals of closely and widely spaced earthquake sequences near Parkfield, California.
2. Data: Repeating Earthquake Sequences
We search for distance-dependent scaling using two data sets from Parkfield, California.
2.1. Earthquake Sequences Identified by Lengliné andMarsan (2009)
We analyze a catalog of repeating earthquake sequences identified by Lengliné andMarsan (2009). The cata-
log includes 334 repeating earthquake sequences composed of 2,414M 0.94–3.19 earthquakes that occurred
between 1984 and 2007. Lengliné and Marsan (2009) formed these sequences by requiring repeating earth-
quakes to have similar waveforms, 70% horizontal source overlap, and amagnitude difference of less than or
equal to 0.2 magnitude units compared to any of the earthquakes in the sequence. Many of these sequences
were perturbed by the 2004MW 6.0 Parkfield earthquake, however, so we truncate the catalog 1 day before
the 2004 event and thus analyze 220 sequences composed of 1,540 earthquakes (Figure 2). We assume that
the earthquake rate is stable in the 1984–2004 time interval.
2.2. Two-Earthquake Sequences from the Relocated NCSN Catalog
We also identify pairs of colocated earthquakes, which we think of as two-earthquake sequences, directly
from the Northern California Seismic Network (NCSN) earthquake catalog, as relocated byWaldhauser and
Schaff (2008) and Waldhauser (2009). We select a subset of this catalog in the 90-km-long area shown in
Figure 2 (coordinates in supporting information Table S1) and exclude any earthquakes with depths shal-
lower than 4 km as their depth resolution is poorer (Figure 2). We analyze earthquakes between 1984 and
2004, again stopping 1 day before the 2004 Parkfield event. The analyzed relocated catalog consists of 5,255
events with magnitudes ofM 0.15–4.9.
To begin, we calculate the earthquakes' moments M0 from their catalog magnitudes, assuming M0 =
101.6M+9.05 Nm (Wyss et al., 2004). We use the moment to estimate earthquake rupture radius R, assuming
an elliptical slip distribution (Eshelby, 1957) and a stress drop 훥� of 10 MPa, as has been inferred for the
Parkfield area (e.g., Abercrombie, 2014; Allmann & Shearer, 2007; Imanishi et al., 2004):
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R =
(
7
16
M0
Δ�
) 1
3
. (1)
Next, we use a crude approach to identify two-earthquake sequences of repeating earth-
quakes — earthquakes that rupture the same area—without using waveform correlation. For each
earthquake in the catalog, we search for the next earthquake in time that is located within one radius
horizontally and vertically, and which has a magnitude within 0.3 magnitude units. We allow a 34-m uncer-
tainty on the horizontal location and an 80-m uncertainty on the vertical location. These uncertainties are
the 95% confidence limits for relative location errors in the relocated catalog (Waldhauser, 2009, catalog
version 201112.1). We require that one earthquake in each two-earthquake sequence has a magnitude
greater than M 1.3, to avoid having sequences with missing events. Earthquakes with M < 1.1 may be
missing from the catalog, as a frequency-magnitude plot suggests a Gutenberg-Richter distribution with a
roll-off at magnitudes below 1.1 (Figure S1).
This search for similar earthquakes identifies 1,230 two-earthquake sequences. Note that our analysis of
these sequences assumes that all of these colocated events are repeating earthquakes. This assumption seems
acceptable for the Parkfield region; up to 55% of small earthquakes in smaller-scale studies of this region
have been identified as repeating earthquakes using waveform correlation analysis (Nadeau et al., 2004),
and we exclude isolated events with our relative location requirements.
3. Method and Results
3.1. Analyzing Earthquake Sequences in the Lengliné andMarsan Catalog
We begin by analyzing the median recurrence intervals and moments of each sequence in Lengliné and
Marsan's (2009) catalog (gray dots in Figure 3a). Themoment is calculated from theNCSNmagnitudes using
the calibration of Wyss et al. (2004), as described above. We also compute and plot the median recurrence
intervals and moments in various moment bins (black squares). We compute 95% confidence limits on the
median recurrence intervals by jackknifing the sequence catalog. In each of 1,000 realizations, we remove
20% of the sequences and recompute themedian recurrence interval andmoment for eachmoment bin. The
error bars in Figure 3a indicate 95% confidence limits derived from these realizations.
We use these uncertainty estimates when we estimate the best fitting recurrence interval-moment slope, or
scaling exponent �. When fitting �, we weight each point by 1 divided by the variance implied by the 95%
confidence limits on each point. We then jackknife again to estimate uncertainties on the scaling exponent.
We recalculate the best fitting exponent 1,000 times, excluding 20% of the earthquake catalog each time.
The slope of the relation between these median recurrence intervals and moment bins in log-log space is
equal to the scaling exponent � of the recurrence interval-moment relation discussed earlier (tr ∝ M
�
0 ). The
slope � should be equal to 1
3
if all earthquakes have the same stress drop and the slip per earthquake is
equal to the regional slip rate multiplied by the recurrence interval. Given the limited number of sequences
in Lengliné and Marsan's (2009) catalog, the recurrence interval-moment scaling exponent is poorly con-
strained at 0.15 (95% confidence limits of 0.13 and 0.20) but is consistent with the shallower � = 1
6
scaling,
which is equivalent to the � = 0.17 scaling identified by Nadeau and Johnson (1998).
We want to know if the recurrence interval-moment scaling is different for closely and widely spaced earth-
quake sequences. As noted in section 1, if closely spaced earthquake sequences are sensitive to similar slip
rates, recurrence intervals may locally scale asM
1
3
0 even though widely spaced sequences show aM
0.17
0 scal-
ing, on average. So we consider pairs of earthquake sequences. For each pair, we calculate the ratio of the
sequences' median recurrence intervals and the ratio of the sequences' median moments. All the ratios are
plotted in Figure 4a (gray dots). Next, we bin and examine the ratios' scaling by intersequence distance.
We compute the inter-sequence distance by computing the distance between the median locations of each
earthquake sequence. For each distance bin, we compute the median recurrence interval ratios and median
moment ratios for various moment ratio bins (colored symbols with error bars). Finally, we estimate the
recurrence interval-moment scaling for each distance bin by fitting lines in log-log space through themedian
recurrence interval ratios.
We compute 95% confidence limits on the median recurrence interval ratios by jackknifing the sequence
catalog as above. The error bars in Figure 4a indicate 95% confidence limits derived from the 1,000 realiza-
tions of the jackknifed catalog. We use these uncertainty estimates when we estimate the best fitting slopes,
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Figure 3.Median recurrence interval versus median moment for sequences from (a) the repeating earthquakes catalog
of Lengliné and Marsan (2009) and (b) the relocated Northern California catalog (Waldhauser & Schaff, 2008;
Waldhauser, 2009) on a log-log scale. Individual values are plotted as gray circles, with medians for moment bins shown
as black squares. The error bars on the medians indicate 95% confidence limits, which were estimated via jackknifing
(details in the text). The tr scaling relations ofM
1
3
0 ,M
1
6
0 (M
0.17
0 ), andM
1
12
0 are plotted as solid blue, dashed green, and
dotted red lines, respectively. Some data are outside the range plotted here as detailed in the annotations on each plot.
or scaling exponent �, for the median recurrence interval ratios and moment ratios for each distance bin,
using the same approach as the simpler recurrence interval-moment slope calculation.
To ensure high-quality statistics, we prefer to only consider medians in distance and moment bins that
include at least 20 sequences with at least 10 sequences that figure in the moment ratios' numerators and at
least 10 sequences that figure in the moment ratios' denominators. We plot medians that do not fulfil these
requirements with open symbols and dashed error bars, andwhere possible we do not use them in our expo-
nent calculation. Lengliné and Marsan's (2009) catalog includes a limited number of sequences, however,
and none of the distance bins of interest meet this 20-sequence requirement. For completeness, we never-
theless compute scaling exponents for these distance bins using the available (poorly constrained) medians
and plot them with open symbols in the inset panel in Figure 4a. All of the confidence intervals on these
scaling exponents include 0.17 and exclude 1
3
, but the confidence interval width is likely underestimated
due to the low number of sequences used in the jackknifing.
3.2. Analyzing Two-Earthquake Sequences in the Relocated NCSN Catalog
Weperform a similar analysis for the two-earthquake sequences identified in the NCSN catalog.We first cal-
culate the time between the earthquakes in each sequence — the recurrence interval — and plot it against
the sequence's average moment (Figure 3b). We then estimate the scaling exponent of the calculated recur-
rence intervals with moment using the same approach as above. The scaling exponent of these calculated
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Figure 4. Recurrence interval ratios versus moment ratios (small gray circles) for pairs of sequences in (a) the catalog
of Lengliné and Marsan (2009) and (b) the relocated NCSN catalog (Waldhauser & Schaff, 2008; Waldhauser, 2009).
The medians of sequences in different moment ratio and distance bins are plotted with varying colors and symbols, as
described in the legend. Open symbols with dashed error bars are bins which did not contain at least 10 unique pairs in
the numerator and denominator of the ratios. Those points are excluded from the slope calculation. Inset plots: slopes
for various distance bins. Slopes with open symbols have been calculated using only points with open symbols, so they
have large uncertainties that are not captured by the 95% confidence limits. Recurrence interval scaling relations are as
in Figure 3. Error bars representing 95% confidence limits are calculated using jackknifing as described in the text.
recurrence intervals with moment is 0.18 (95% confidence limits of 0.16 and 0.20), similar to theM0.170 scal-
ing of recurrence intervals of repeating earthquakes obtained from waveform correlation by Nadeau and
Johnson (1998).
We again want to compare each earthquake sequence with closely and widely spaced sequences, so we com-
pute recurrence interval andmoment ratios for all possible sequence pairs.We estimate the distance between
these sequences as the distance between the locations of the first events in the two-earthquake sequences.
We have experimented with different approaches for estimating the distance between sequences and find
no significant impact on our results (Figures S21 and S22). We do not want to compare two-earthquake
sequences that are part of the same longer sequence, however, so we exclude ratios of sequences that are
within 200 m and 0.3 magnitude units of each other. Then we compute median recurrence interval and
moment ratios for a range of moment ratio and distance bins and calculate 95% confidence intervals (error
bars) and the best fitting scaling exponent using jackknifing, following the same procedure as for Lengliné
andMarsan's (2009) catalog. In each of 1,000 jackknifed realizations, we remove 20% of the earthquake cata-
log, exclude any two-earthquake sequences that have lost an earthquake, and recompute recurrence interval
ratios, moment ratios, and scaling exponents.
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We next fit lines to the median recurrence interval ratios and moment ratios to obtain scaling exponents
for each distance bin. The scaling exponents obtained for earthquakes separated by more than 100 m are
scattered around 0.17 and include 0.17 in their 95% confidence intervals (Figure 4b). The 0- to 100-mdistance
bin is an exception, however. It has a best fitting scaling exponent of 0.3 and includes 1
3
within its uncertainty
intervals.
3.3. Testing for Bias in Our Analysis
We repeat our analysis with a range ofmodifications to check that our observed recurrence interval-moment
scaling is not biased by our approach. Full details and discussion are available in the supporting information.
We test whether our result changes if we modify the bin widths (Figure S17), the averaging method (Figure
S18), the time period analyzed (Figures S5, S11, and S12), the earthquake location uncertainty (Figure S13),
or the stress drop assumed to estimate earthquake radii (Figures S7 and S8), or if we do not simply create
pairs but attempt to track sequences from the NCSN locations (Figure S9). In these tests, the exponent for
the 0- to 100-m distance bin remains elevated, albeit not quite as elevated. It has best fitting values between
0.23 and 0.3, and according to the jackknife probabilities, it has a 75–95% chance of exceeding the average
exponent of the other distance bins. We also find that our crude approach identifies 65% of the repeating
earthquakes in the catalog of Lengliné and Marsan (2009) within our region of interest (Figure S4), which
suggests that our crude approach does a reasonable job of identifying repeating earthquakes.
3.4. ValidationWith Synthetic Earthquake Catalogs
To check that our code and methodology are appropriate, we analyze several synthetic catalogs. First, we
consider a synthetic catalog where repeating earthquakes have recurrence intervals that scale asM0.170 . Our
analysis recovers thisM0.170 scaling. Uncertainty-induced scatter in the scaling exponent is evenly distributed
above and below 0.17 in all distance bins (Figure S23). We also analyze a catalog of earthquakes on multiple
fault strands, where recurrence interval scales asM
1
3
0 on each fault strand and where each strand's slip rate
scales as its length. This catalog simulates the scenario suggested in Figure 1. As expected, we retrieve a
scaling exponent of close to 1
3
for the lower distance bin and a reduced exponent of close to 0.17 for the wider
distance bins in these catalogs (Figure S24).
4. Discussion
We analyzed the recurrence interval-moment scaling of repeating earthquakes in two earthquake catalogs.
The scaling exponents obtained by analyzing Lengliné and Marsan's (2009) sequences catalog appear to be
inconsistent with spatially dependent slip rates, as the scaling exponents are scattered around 0.17 and do
not varywith the distance between repeating earthquake sequences. Aswe note above, however, this catalog
usually has less than 10 unique sequences in the numerator and denominator of each moment ratio and
distance bin and therefore a large uncertainty on the scaling exponents which is not necessarily captured in
our jackknifing.
The scaling exponents obtained from two-earthquake sequences in the NCSN catalog are better resolved,
and they are consistent with spatially dependent slip rates. The two-earthquake sequences within 100 m of
each other give a high scaling exponentwith a best fitting value of 0.3 obtained from1,878 pairs of sequences.
This exponent's 95% confidence intervals of 0.25–0.34 include 1
3
, the value expected when constant-stress
drop repeaters occur in response to a locally uniform slip rate, without allowing for aseismic slip. The
two-earthquake sequences which are 100–250 m apart also give an elevated exponent of 0.2, with 95% con-
fidence limits of 0.16–0.24. More widely spaced sequences give scaling exponents close to the 0.17 value
identified previously (e.g., Chen et al., 2007; Nadeau & Johnson, 1998; Nadeau et al., 2004). The change
in scaling could indicate that the background slip rate changes with location and that smaller earthquakes
occur on regions of the fault with lower slip rate or lower stressing rate (Anooshehpoor & Brune, 2001;
Johnson & Nadeau, 2002).
Our jackknife-based uncertainties suggest a distance-dependent change in scaling exponent with greater
than 99% probability. However, these uncertainties may not include all sources of error, and in some of our
tests for biases on the NCSN catalog, we found that the 0- to 100-m scaling exponent could be close to 0.17
within uncertainty. For example, we found a scaling exponent of 0.23 (0.16–0.32) when we attempted to
track longer sequences from the NCSN locations (Figure S9). Nevertheless, we note that in all of our tests
on the NCSN catalog, the 0- to 100-m distance bin had the largest exponent (Figures S5–S22).
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The change in scaling at distances of 0–200 m is consistent with our use of primarilyM 1–2.5 earthquakes,
which have diameters around 10–100 m. Such earthquakes could frequently occur on fault strands with
lengths of 100 m or less. It may be that when we compare earthquake sequences within 200 m of each other,
we are usually comparing sequences on the same fault, but whenwe compare earthquakesmore than 200m
apart, we are usually comparing sequences on different faults (e.g., Waldhauser et al., 2004), which could
have different slip rates.
Our results suggest that spatially dependent slip rates are a viable explanation of the scaling of repeating
earthquakes' recurrence intervals with moment. This explanation would imply that the scaling first iden-
tified by Nadeau and Johnson (1998) reflects the properties of the fault system, not the properties of the
earthquakes themselves. The results may indicate that we can further probe the fault system and learn
about its fault strands and slip rates by examining the timing and spacing of repeating and non-repeating
earthquakes.
Our results should be interpreted with caution, however. We analyze only one region here, and we use
a crude approach to identify repeating earthquakes. There remain several other viable explanations for
the recurrence interval scaling. The scaling could result from significant aseismic slip (Anooshehpoor &
Brune, 2001; Beeler et al., 2001; Chen & Lapusta, 2009; Sammis & Rice, 2001), partial ruptures of repeater
patches (Cattania & Segall, 2019; Chen & Lapusta, 2019), or highly heterogeneous stress drops (Nadeau &
Johnson, 1998).
5. Conclusions
With this work, we sought to test the hypothesis that small repeating earthquakes have exceptionally long
recurrence intervals because they occur preferentially on fault strands or segments with low slip rates.
We examined the recurrence interval-moment scaling of repeating earthquakes in the Parkfield area using
Lengliné and Marsan's (2009) repeating earthquake catalog and crudely identified sequences in the relo-
cated NCSN catalog (Waldhauser & Schaff, 2008; Waldhauser, 2009). With Lengliné and Marsan's (2009)
catalog, we obtain a scaling within error of the M0.170 scaling identified by Nadeau and Johnson (1998) for
all subsets of the sequences. But with the NCSN location-based sequences, which have better spatial resolu-
tion, we recover that scaling only when we consider sequences that are more than 100 m apart. Sequences
within 100 m of each other show a scaling close to M
1
3
0 , as would be expected if the earthquakes have
magnitude-independent stress drops and keep up with the local fault slip rates. This “normal” local scal-
ing suggests that the M0.170 scaling, which implies that smaller repeating earthquakes do not match the
regional slip rate, can be explained by spatially varying slip rates or by a collection of fault strands that have
size-dependent slip rates.
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